Complete Extended Excerpt for a Basic Multi-level Structure
with Reported Beneficial Owners
(with explanations)
Type of extract
(simplified or
extended);
declaration whether
current or historical
data are used

The Registration
Authority is the Federal
Ministry of Finance

Date of retrieval
Declaration whether a remark exists
exists
Date of last report
Declaration whether the legal entity
meets the criteria for an exemption from
the obligation to report pursuant to
Art. 6 BORA

Declaration whether
the extract is a
complete extended
extract

Information on legal
entity:
 Name
 Legal form
 ÖNACE code
 Address
 Existent since

Execution number,
explanation in
execution overview
at end of document

Specification of register (company
register, association register,
supplementary register) from which the
data on the legal entity were retrieved

Type of beneficial
owner

Type of beneficial interest
in the legal entity

The check mark
indicates that the
reported data
corresponds with
the pre-calculated
data

The bold-face letter is the reference to the
detail data on (natural/legal) persons in
section “Persons”.
The respective person is indicated by the
same letter in all sections of the excerpt

Scope of beneficial interest
in the legal entity

(FB)
indicates that the
ultimate legal entity is
domestic and its data are
therefore kept up to date

1

Type of interest of the
indirect beneficial owner in
the ultimate legal entity

Data source: in this case
report by the legal entity pursuant to
Art. 5 BORA

Graphical illustration of the pre-calculated
ownership structure according to the data
available in the company register. Natural
and legal persons are only displayed with
black fill if they hold an interest of relevant
size

Persons 2 and 3 were
not pre-calculated to be
beneficial owners
because neither of them
holds an interest of
more than 50 %

Person 1 was pre-calculated to be a
beneficial owner

The beneficial owners as precalculated from the data retrieved
from the company register

Type and scope as well as
ultimate legal entities are
specified in the same way
they should be reported as
long as no diverging voting
interests or control
relationships exist

2

The persons authorized to represent the
legal entity towards the outside according
to the relevant register (company register)

(bPK) indicates that data are updated
with the central residence register

The current address is retrieved
from the central residence
register and kept up to date

The place of birth and
nationality are retrieved from
the central residence register
(ZMR)

Data on ultimate legal entities
marked with (FB) are retrieved from
the company register upon
creation of the extract

3

No address is specified for
natural persons who are not
reported beneficial owners
Execution number,
corresponds with
the numbers e.g.
to the left of
beneficial owners

Explanation of the
superscript
abbreviations like
“bPK”, “FB” or
“ERsB”

4

5

